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St. Anne’s C.E. (VC) Primary School 

“Together with God, Making Learning a Life Long Friend” 

6th May, 2021 
 

FOR THE ATTENTION OF THE PERSON WITH PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY 
 

RE ; YEAR 4 DAY VISIT TO LACHES WOOD 
 

We are very excited to inform you that we are now once again able to organise trips, so we have arranged 

for a day trip for all children in Year 4 at Laches Wood Outdoor Education Centre on Monday, 14th June, 

2021.  Our usual residential trip has always received very positive feedback from children and parents, 

so while it is disappointing that we are unable to offer a residential trip this time, we are certain that 

the children will love this. Myself and Mrs. Baker will accompany the children. 

 

Here is an excerpt from the email Laches Wood sent about the day:  

 

Through day-visits at our centres we can provide much needed rich context for relationships to 

grow, where personalities flourish and horizons broaden, bringing some perspective at this time 

when so many have lacked opportunity. Fun and adventure raise team spirits, motivating 

individuals, strengthening emotional resilience and sharpening appetite for learning. 

 

All the activities will be supervised by qualified staff from Laches Wood. 

 

We have got lots of fun and rewarding activities planned by the centre which will all be supervised by 

qualified staff. These include bushcraft (Forest School attendees will know a good bit already about 

shelter-building, fire lighting, fire safety, etc which are all key areas in bushcraft), a “blindfold trail” 

which promises to be great fun, team challenges (these are a mixture of physical and mental challenges, 

with most puzzles requiring a bit of both from successful teams) and archery 

 

The cost of this trip is £35, which includes a packed lunch. 

You may pay in instalments through School Money, but the final balance is required by 7th June.  We 

would ask that when making payment you ensure that you also tick the consent box.  The Governors 

reserve the right to cancel the trip should insufficient funds be collected. If you feel you are unable to 

make a voluntary contribution, please contact Mr. Hobson or the School Office to discuss.   

More information on the activities of the day will follow soon. If in the meantime you have any questions, 

please do not hesitate to ask Mr Nixon. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Mr. J. Nixon 

Y4 Class Teacher 
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